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Abstract
Guarded Functional Programming is an approach to integrate functional programming, represented by equations and rewriting, and logic programming, represented by Horn clauses and SLD-resolution: the selection of a guarded equation for
rewriting an expression is determined by (1) pattern matching with the left hand
side and (2) solving the guard which is a Horn logic goal. Besides an introduction
to this style of programming, we present an extension of guarded functional programming by the concept of stream comprehensions. The main principle is that,
instead of committed choice of one solution, a stream of multiple solutions of a
guard is produced lazily. These streams can be consumed in functional expressions. This approach makes it possible to exploit in the functional programming
world the non-determinism which is inherent in the logic programming world.
Thereby, the deterministic nature of functional programming is maintained, and
an efficient implementation is possible through the interleaving of functional and
logic computations.

1

Introduction

Guards have been introduced in logic programming languages as a means for expressing non-determinism and paraltehsm. In Parlog [CG86] and Guarded Horn Clauses
(GHC) [Ued85], the clause to be selected for resolving a goal is determined not only
*This work has been funded by the CEC under ESPRIT Basic Research Action No.
(PHOENIX).
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by unification with clause heads but also by parallel processing of guards of clauses.
The guards themselves are goals, too. The first clause whose guard succeeds is (nondeterministically) selected; all other clauses are discarded (committed choice). The
general idea of guards as a means to express non-deterministic control was first shown
through Dijkstras guarded commands [Dij75].
If we introduce this concept to equation-based functional programming languages, we
obtain the notion of guarded equations and guarded term rewriting. If guards still remain
Horn logic goals which can be solved w.r.t, a Horn logic program, the guards constitute
a call interface from the functional programming world to the logic programming world,
and one achieves an integration of functionaI and logic programming (guarded functional
programming, GFP). A guarded equation can be applied to a ground expression if
(1) pattern matching with the left hand side succeeds and (2) the guard is satisfiable.
Communication between the functional and logical world is established in a natural
manner by means of the term universe which is common to both paradigms, and sharing
of logical variables. An example of such a guarded functional language is Guarded
Term ML (GTML) [Loc88] which, as well as guarded term equations, incorporates
A-expressions and higher order functions.
The most striking advantage of GFP is that the functional and logic worlds are kept
strongly separated. This enables the direct use of efficient implementation techniques
available for both paradigms (e.g. [War83, Pey87]). One needs not cope with the
enormous efficiency problems of more unified approaches based on equational logic and
narrowing (see [H5189, Boc90] for an overview).
On the other hand, this conceptual separation of functional and logic prgramming within
one framework gives rise to some compatibility problems concerning data and control
flow between the worlds: the evaluation of guards may involve logical variables, backtracking, and multiple solutions (or non-determinism), which axe incompatible with
functional programming. Furthermore, higher order functional programming is incompatible with the logic world.
In GTML, a "brute force" solution to these problems has been taken: the left hand
sides of guarded equations and the solution of guards are tried in textual order, and
whenever both succeed, the remaining equations as well as additional solutions of the
guard are discarded. Thus, the committed choice principle of Parlog and GHC has
been adopted replacing parallelism and non-determinism by textual order. Dataflow
of non-ground terms to variables of functional expressions and instantiation of logical
variables occuring in guards with higher order expressions are simply "forbidden" (i.e.
the resulting expressions are undefined). GTML is therefore purely deterministic: every
expression evaluates to a unique value (or it is undefined).
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In this paper, we propose a solution to one part of the problems outlined above: for
guarded functional programming, we show how non-determinism caused by multiple
solutions of guards can be made available in the functional world by means of streams
of solutions which are evaluated lazily. We characterize the resulting language as guarded
functional programming with lazy streams (GFP*).
Guarded functionM programming with lazy streams is non-deterministic, not in the sense
that an expression can be evaluated to more than one value, but in the sense that it can
be evaluated to a stream of values. The non-determinism lies in the unspecified order
in which the values occur in this stream. Lazy evaluation ensures that if only one value
is needed only one is produced, and that one is able to cope with expressions yielding
infinitely many solutions. Moreover~ the functional and logic worlds are still strongly
separated which is one of the most important benefits of this approach to functional
logic programming.
In the next section we introduce the concept of guarded term rewriting as a model
for guarded functional programming (GFP). In section 3 we show how GFP can be
extended to exploit non-determinism of guards by lazy streams in GFP*. For both
languages, GFP and GFP*, we define a reduction semantics and an evaluation function.
Finally, references to related work, conclusions, and future work are given in section 4
and section 5, respectively.

2

Guarded Functional Programming (GFP)

Notations. Throughout this paper, E denotes a signature of function symbols with arity
( f / n E E, n > 0), I I a signature of predicate symbols with arity (p/n EII, n ___0), and
V denotes an (infinite) set of variables (x, z, y C V). The set of ground terms over E
and the set of (free) terms over E and Y are denoted by Tz and Tz(V), respectively.
For t e T~(V), vat(t) denotes the set of variables occuring in t.
The set of occurences of a term t is denoted by Oce(t). Occurences of terms are usually denoted by sequences of natural numbers specifying access paths to the respective
subterms. For u e Occ(t), t/u denotes the subterm of t at occurence u and tin #-- s]
denotes t where the subterm of t at occurence u is replaced by the term s. The relation
< on occurences denotes the usual prefix order on sequences of natural numbers. (u < v
iff u is a prefix of v).
The set of substitutions on T~(V), i.e. mappings which define the replacement of variables by terms, is denoted by S~(V). The set of ground substitutions which always
replace variables by ground terms is denoted by Sz.
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An atom is of the form p(ta,... ,tn) where pin e H and tl e T~(V) (t~ E T~ for ground
atoms). We denote the set of all atoms or ground atoms over H and ~ by An,r(V) and
An,r, respectively. A goal is a conjunction of atoms. The set of all goals is denoted by
GH,~(V) (Gn,~ for ground goals). We denote goals by ¢= A I , . . . ,A,~ (Ai G An,r, n >_ 0).
D e f i n i t i o n 1 ( H o r n logic p r o g r a m s . ) A (Itorn) logic program £ is a set of definite

clauses
Ao ¢= A 1 , . . . , An
where Ai E An,r(V), n >_ 0.
We say that a goal G E an,z(V) succeeds with r E S~(V) (a Fcr), iff G can be derived
to the empty goal by SLD-resolution with the answer substitution r.
D
Throughout the paper, we abstract from the execution of Horn logic programs by SLDresolution, and we assume the relation f-c to be given. See [Llo84] for details.
D e f i n i t i o n 2 ( G u a r d e d F u n c t i o n a l P r o g r a m s ) A guarded functional program(GFPprogram for short) is a pair 3° = {/:, $) such that
• £ is a Horn logic program and
• g is a set of guarded equations

l

a=r

where I, r E Tz(V), C C Gn,z(V), and vat(r) c_ car(1) U vat(G). G is called the

guard of the equation, t the left hand side, and r the right hand side.
[]
Informally, the semantics of a guarded equation l U G = r is as follows: l and r are equal
if the guard G succeeds w.r.t, the related Horn logic program.
Formally, a ground term or expression can be rewritten to another expression w.r.t.
a GFP-program, according to the rewrite relation described below. The normalforms
w.r.t, this relation can be considered as the value or the meaning of an expression w.r.t.
a GFP-program. That is, the guarded term rewriting relation constitutes a reduction
semantics for GFP-programs.
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 ( G u a r d e d T e r m R e w r i t i n g ) A GFP-prograrn 79 = (/2, g) defines a
rewrite relation

*~, on T~ as follows:

,~, t iff there are u E Occ(s), l ~ G = r E E, and a E Sm r E S~(V)
such that
s

(1)
(2)

s/u = at,
aG F c r such that rcrr E Tz,

(pattern match)

(3)

t =

(replacement)

,-

(success o/guard)

A term t E Tz is called a 79-normalform of s ~ Tz iff s _L.p t and there is no t' E Tr.
such that t
[]

)v t~, where

* ~p is the reflexive and transitive closure of

;p.

E x a m p l e 1. The following GFP-program 791 = (Z;1, El) consists of a logic program
which defines an append-predicate on lists and a guarded equation defining a function
split which splits a list into two parts, split is defined using the append predicate as a
guard.

~1: append([],L,L).
append([XlLl], L2, [XIL3]) ¢= append(L1, L2, L3).
El:

split(L) ~ append(L1,L2,L) = (L1,L2)

[]

When applying a guarded equation, data flow can take place from the left hand side to
the guard (caused by the pattern match substitution), from the left hand side to the
right hand side (also caused by the pattern match substitution), and from the guard to
the right hand side (caused by the answer substitution computed for the success of the
guard).
Note that we restrict the answer substitutions for the success of guards to those which
are ground on the variables of the right hand sides of a guarded equation because we
do not want to deal with logical variables in functional expressions. Pattern match
substitutions are ground anyway, because the expressions to be reduced are ground.
In general, an expression has more than one normalform w.r.t, a GFP-program, since
guards can have more than one answer substitution. For example, the expression
split([1,2]) has three 791-normalforms: ([],[1,2]), ([1], [2]), and ([1,2],[]). That is, the
function split is non-deterministic, in other words, the relation

~p is not confluent.

The non-determinism of expressions causes some problems for the functional part of
GFP. Consider the following example:
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E x a m p l e 2. Let 7~2 be the GFP-program (~1,~1 [-J ~2) where

$2:

eq.zplit(L) = i f length(f st(split(L))) = length( snd( split( L ) ) )
then split(L)
~ise ([], []).
length(H) = O.

length([X[L]) = 1 + length(L).

f s t ( ( x , Y)) = x .
snd((X, Y)) = Y.
The function eq.split is intended to split a list into two parts with equal length if
possible, otherwise it should return a pair of empty lists)
[3
With respect to the reduction semantics, the meaning of the split function covers its
intended meaning. That is, whenever a list can be split into two lists of equal length,
the corresponding pair of lists is a P2-normalform of the original list. For example,

eq_split([1,2])

* ,~,~ ([1], [2])

But the formal meaning specifies also the result ([], []) and even ([], [1, 2]) or ([1, 2], []) as
a correct output. This is because the three occurences of split(L) in the right hand side
of the eq_split-equation can be rewritten independently at all occurences (see above). If
the language is extended to allow sharing of expressions by means of local definitions,
the situation would be slightly improved, but still unsatisfying. For example, replacing
the eq.zplit-equation in Example 2 by the following equation

eq_split(L) = let (L1,L2) = split(L) in
i f length(L1) = length(L2)
then (L1, L2)
else

([], []).

would still imply two possible solutions for the expression eq_split([1, 2]), namely ([1], [2])
and ([], []).
Thus, computing the values of an expression needs backtracking even in functional expressions in order to be complete w.r.t, the reduction semantics. A backtracking semantics in the sense of Prolog would provide one solution of a guard after another. In
1We consider elementary functions like arithmetic, list constructors and if-then-else to be "built-in"
"mad do not define them equationally here.
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order to consider all possible solutions of a functional expression, backtracking must
even affect the functional computations.
In summary, the functional nature of the functional sublanguage of GFP is destroyed
when we allow unrestricted use of the non-determinism and backtracking provided by the
logic sublanguage. The advantages of the approach as stated in the introduction, namely
a separation of the functional and logic worlds which enables efficient implementation,
is lost.
In the lazlguage Guarded Term ML (GTML) [Loc88, Loc89], this problem has been
solved pragmatically by imposing a fixed evaluation strategy: equations are tried for
pattern matching in textual order. If this is successful, the guard is evaluated w.r.t, the
logic part using the usual Prolog derivation strategy, i.e. depth first search resolving
leftmost atoms of goals first. Whenever a guard succeeds, all other choices are committed (other solutions of guards as well as other applicable equations). This evaluation
strategy is expressed by the evaluation function presentend in Definition 4 below. In
this definition, we abstract from the search strategy for the Horn logic part of GFP, we
only assume the existence of a function solvec which outputs for any goal an (arbitrary
but deterministically computed) correct answer substitution for the goal w.r.t. 7~. In
GTML, the Horn logic part is identical to Prolog.
Definition 4 (Evaluation Function for G F P ) Let 7~ = (£, E) be a GFP program
such that g = {l i D Gi = rl ] 1 < i < n} is an ordered set of guarded equations. The
function eval~ : T~
~ T~ is defined by
evalv(s)

= e v a l v ( t ) iff 3l i ~ G i = r i E g 3u E Occ(s) 3¢ E St.(V) :

(1)

Da =/,¢)

^ t=

er'] ^

(2) Vv E Occ(t) : [v < u ----*Vj E {1, ..., n}Yp E S~(V) :

.pply( , v, ¢ D cJ = rJ, p)] ^
(3) Vj E { 1 , . . . , k - 1}Vp E S~(V): - ~ a p p l y v ( s , u , l j ~ G j = r i , p )
eval~,(s) = s otherwise.

where for s E T~, u E Occ(t), k E {1,..., n}, and r E S ~ ( V )
a p p l y v ( s , u , l k ~ G k = rk,¢) iff 3T E S ~ ( Y ) , a E S~ :
s / u = al k A s o l v e L ( a G ) = r A ¢ = r a A e r k E T~

and the function solvec : GH,r(V)
8olvec(G) = r
r~

=e,,

G l-c r .

, S ~ ( V ) satisfies for all G E Gn,r(V):
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The conditions (1)- (3) occuring in the first eval~, equation mean that (1) there is an
guarded equation which is applicable, (1) there is no larger occurence (i.e. no subexpression) where an equation is applicable (outermost rewriting), and no equation with
a smaller index is applicable at the same occurence (minimality). The conditions on
the function solvez applied to a goal G ensure that every substitution computed is a
correct answer substitution for G (correctness). It is not required that whenever there
is a correct answer substitution for G, one of these answer substitutions is computed.
In GTML a standard Prolog interpreter is used to implement such a function: the first
solution for G delivered by the interpreter is taken as the result of soiree(G). In particular, this means that an evaluation is undefined if the first solution of a guard instantiates
variables of the right hand side with non-ground terms.
From the definition of the applyT~-predicate and the conditions for the soiree-function
it is obvious that the evalT~-function is correct w.r.t, the reduction semantics:
T h e o r e m 5 Let 79 be a GFP program and s, t E Tz. If evaly(s) = t then t is a79normalform of s.
[]

Because of the commited choice principle realized in the applyT~ predicate, evaI~ is not
complete. For example, with the Prolog derivation strategy for Horn logic programs we
have

eval~2(eq.zplit([1 , 2])) = ([1, []).
For the reasons discussed above, we do not even want to be complete, that is we do
not want to introduce backtracking when evaluating functional expressions. On the
other hand, it would be an advantage, if we could exploit the power of non-determinism
in the functional world instead of just ignoring it. For example, we would like to be
able to select the "right" normalforms of a split-expression when evaluating an eq..spIitexpression (namely those which split into two lists of equal length).

3

G F P and S t r e a m P r o d u c e r s ( G F P * )

In the previous section, we have discussed the problem of how to exploit non-determinism,
i.e. multiple solutions of guards, in GFP-programs without introducing non-determinism
into functional expressions. This problem can be solved by means of streams of values
which collect the (multiple) solutions of guards. These streams can be consumed deterministically in the functional world. A lazy evaluation strategy enables dealing with
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infinite streams, i.e. infinitely many solutions of a goal. Furthermore, lazy evaluation of
streams ensures that no unnecessary or unwanted solutions of guards are computed.
Throughout this section, the signature E is defined to contain a nullary and a binary
function symbol for constructing streams. We streams as:
<>

(the empty stream) and

< a :: s >

(a stream with first element a followed by a stream s).

In principle, there is no difference between lists and streams. We distinguish them only
for pragmatic reasons.
Definition 6 ( G F P w i t h S t r e a m s ) A GFP-program with streams (GFP* - program
for short) is a pair 79 = (£, E) such that
• Z: is a Horn logic program, and
• E is a set of equations which are either guarded equations (cf. Definition 2) or
stream producers of the form

/=<rllG>
where l,r E T~(V), G E Gn,~.(V) and vat(r) C vat(1) t3 var(G). The right hand
side of a stream producer is called a stream comprehension. We denote the set of
all stream comprehensions w.r.t. H and ~ by SCn,~ (which is isomorphic to the
cartesian product Tz(V) × Gn,z(V)).
0
To define a reduction semantics for GFP*-programs, we must explain how to apply
stream producers and how to rewrite stream comprehensions. Informally, a stream
producer I = < r II G > can be applied to a ground term t if l matches a subterm of t and
the subterm is replaced by the stream comprehension, where the matching substitution
has been applied to r and G. A stream comprehension < r }lG > rewrites to a stream
of all terms rt such that r is a correct answer substitution for G which makes t ground.
This cannot be expressed by pure term rewriting. Therefore, we introduce a rewriting
operator ==~z: which reduces stream comprehensions to streams w.r.t, a Horn logic
program £.
Definition 7 ( R e d u c t i o n S e m a n t i c s for G F P * ) Let 79 = (E, E) be a GFP*-program
such that C = E~ ~ Es where ~g contains only guarded equations and Es contains only
stream producers. The relation ==~vC Tz O SCn,z x Tz is defined by
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===~"P =

;go

U ==~

U ===~r.:

where for t, ti e Tm r,l E Tr.(V), and a E Grt,s(V)

• (guarded term rewriting)
79o = (£, ga) is a GFP-program, i.e.
(cf. Definition 3)

rT'0 is the guarded term rewriting relation

• (application of stream producers)
t :.~. tin , - < ~ r 11~ G >] iff 3u ~ Oee(t), 3t = < r tl G > ~ ~.: t/u = ~t
• (rewriting of stream comprehensions)
< rllG > ~ c <
tl,t~,... > iff
(1) If G t-L r then 3i : ar = ti
(2) Vi3v : ti = ar A G ~-c r

(completeness)
(soundness).

A term t E Tz is called a 79-normalform of s E T~ iff s =~7~ t and there is no t' E Tr.
such that t ~
t' where =:~p is the reflexive and transitive closure of ......;'9.
.
[]
Note that the relation = = ~ still models non-deterministic rewriting: the order in which
values occur in streams is not specified. The completeness and soundness conditions
ensure that every solution of the goal of a stream comprehension is represented in the
stream and that every value occuring in the stream corresponds to a solution of the goal.
Because the guarded term rewriting relation is only defined on ground terms, rewriting
of non-ground stream elements is undefined.
E x a m p l e 3. Let 793 be the GFP*-program (£1,£3) where £z is defined as in Example
1 and

$3: split(L) = < (L1,L2) II append(L1,L2,L) > .
eq_split( L ) = eqs( split( L ) ).

eqs(<>) = ([], B).
eqs(< (L1, L2):: S >) =

i f length(L1) = length(L2)
then (L1, L2)
else eqs(S).

length(H) = O.
length([XlLl) = 1 + length(L).
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In contrast to Example 1, the function split as defined here no longer produces just
one possible splitting of a list (cf. Example 1), but generates all possible splittings as
a stream of pairs of lists. The function eq_split initiates the production of this stream
and directs it to the function eqs, which selects the first pair of equal length if there is
one. If there is none, it returns a pair of empty lists.
I3
The following definition extends the evaluation function for GFP-programs (evalp) presented in Definition 4 to a correct evaluation function eval~ for GFP-programs in a
straightforward manner. It still realizes outermost rewriting and minimality, but it no
longer discards multiple solutions of goals if they occur in stream comprehensions.
D e f i n i t i o n 8 ( E v a l u a t i o n F u n c t i o n for G F P * ) Let T' = (/2, E) be a GFP*-program
such that g = {e i I 1 < i < n} is an ordered set of equations where e i is either a guarded
equation or a stream producer. The function eval~, : T~ U SCnr.
follows:

~ T~ is defined as

eval~,(s) = eval~(t) iff 3k • {0,... n} 3u • Occ(s) 3¢ • S:c(V) :
(1) apply~,(s,u, ek,¢) A t = replac@(s,u, ek,¢) A
(2) Vv e Occ(t) : Iv < u =~ Vj • {1,...,n}Vr • St.(V) : "~apply~,(s,v, ei,'r)] A
(3) g j • { 1 , . . . , k - 1}Vr • Sty(V) : ",apply~,(s, u, e~, r)
eval~,(s) = s otherwise,

where
apply;,(s,~, l 0 a = ~ , ¢ ) i ~
3a • S~ 3T • S~(V) : s / u = al A solvez(aG) = r A ¢ = r a A er • T~

apply~(s, =, l = < ~ 11a >, ~) iff
a • S~ ^ s / u = ~l
apply~,(s, u, e °, idsE(v)) iff
?l • Tr.(V)qG • G n x ( V ) : s/u = < l HG >
and

,'eptace;,(s, ~, l U a = ,', ¢) = t i.g
s / u e T~ ^ t = [~ , - ¢,'1
,'eptaM,(s,u,l = < ~ l l a > , ~ ) = t i.g
s / u 6 Tr. A t = s[u *--< ar II ~C >1
replace~(s, u, e °, idsz(v)) = t i f f
3t e T~(V)3G • Cn,~(V) : ~/= = < l tl a > At = s[~ ~- ~olw'~(< ~, C >)].
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and the functions solvec : Gn,g
satisfy the following conditions:

, S z ( V ) and solve*c: Ty.(V) x Cri,~g(V)

Tr. must

(1) If solve~(G) = T then G b~: T, and
(2) ~olve*c(r, a ) = ,

ifr < r II a > ~ L

s

[]
T h e o r e m 9 Let 79 be a GFPe'-program and s, t E T~. If eval~(s) = t then t is a P normaIfovm ors.
[]
The evaluation function defined above treats streams (generated by a realization of
the function solve*c) as a whole. This has two drawbacks: when a goal of a stream
comprehension has infinite solutions, evaluation will not terminate and eventually not
all values represented by a stream comprehension wiI1 be needed. For example, the
computation
eq..sptit([1, 2]) =

eqs(split([1, 2]))

= ~q~(< (L1,L2)II append(L1,L2,[1,2]) >)
=

eqs(<

([1, [1,2]), ([1], [2]), ([1, 2], []) >)

. , .

=

([1], [2])

w.r.t. P3 (Example 3), only needs the first two elements of the stream produced by
split([1,2]).
Therefore, a lazy evaluation strategy for stream comprehensions is required. A corresponding evaluation function can be defined by means of continuations which involves
also a continuation semantics for Prolog ([NF89]). For the implementation of this strategy, a coroutine mechanism based on two continuations [Sch88] which represent functional and logic computations can be adopted as follows:
(1) A functional expression is evaluated until it suspends. This evaluation can be
eager or lazy.
(2) The evaluation suspends when it demands an element from a stream which is not
yet provided. By means of the stream description a logical computation is started.
(3) A failure returns the empty stream.
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(4) A success of the logical goal causes the suspension of the logical evaluation. A
stream constructed of the solution element and a tail element is returned. The tail
element describes the computation of the rest stream in terms of the suspended
goal.
(5) The functional computation which consumes the stream is resumed.
Stream producers and guarded equations can co-exist in GFP*-programs and can be
used in different ways. If one does not care about non-determinism of goals and if one
solution is sufficient, guarded equations are the appropriate way to program. If one
needs more than one solution, or if one cares which solution a goal can have, stream
producers should be used.
In particular, there is the following difference between stream comprehensions and
guards: if a guard does not succeed, the corresponding equation is not applicable. If
the goal of a stream comprehension does not succeed, the result is the empty stream.

4

Related Work

In the recent years, a great number of proposals for the integration of the logic and the
functional programming paradigms has been developed. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to summarize them all. For a systematic approach to classify them, see [GL90].
Guarded Functional Programming has essential analogies with conditional term rewriting systems ([Kap84, Boc86]), where the conditions correspond to guards. But in the
latter approach, the conditions themselves are equational goals, too, and they have to
be solved w.r.t, the whole equational program, and not w.r.t, a separated logic program
as in GFP. As a consequence, approaches based on conditional term rewriting cannot be
implemented by the coroutining mechanism outlined in the last section. They have to
deal with general equation solving which is usually realized by narrowing [116189, Boc90]
and causes serious computational and efficiency problems [Boc87]. Less general, that is
less powerful but more efficient approaches restrict the use of eqational theories within
logic programs to reduction of ground terms [SY86, Go188].
Stream comprehensions in GFP* are comparable to list comprehensions in Miranda
[Tur87]. The "qualifiers" of a list comprehension in Miranda are list generators, i.e.
functional expressions evaluating to a list. In GFP* the qualifiers are Horn logic goals
which evaluate to a list of substitutions. Another approach is followed in Hope with
absolute set abstraction [DFP86]: equational goals are used to specify set comprehensions, The goals refer to an (unconditional.) equational program and they are solved by
means of narrowing.
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A extension to functional programming which is not based on set or list comprehensions
and compares to GFP is Constraint Functional Programming (CFP, [DGS9]): general
constraints over a constraint system correspond to guards in GFP, and constraint solving
in the constraint system corresponds to SLD-resolution. If one considers Horn logic
with SLD-resolution as a special constraint system, GFP is a special case of constraint
functional pr6gramming. On the other hand, whereas constraint systems are defined
over special domains, the domain of computation used in GFP is a most general one,
namely the initial term algebra. The approach to exploit non-determinism presented
here can be adapted to CFP, too.
A more powerful extension of CFP is Constraint Equational Deduction (CED, [DG90]),
where functional term rewriting is replaced by equational deduction. As for all other
approaches based on equational logic, efficient implementation of CED is a crucial and
as yet unsolved problem, because one has no conceptual separation of functional and
logic computations.

5

Conclusions

Guarded functional programming (GFP) is an approach to the integration of functional
and logic programming where both paradigms are still conceptually separated and separately implementable. Its drawback is that the non-determinism is always treated by
committed choice of solutions of Horn logic goals and multiple solutions cannot be dealt
with.
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of stream comprehensions to guarded
functional programming (GFP*): the evaluation of a Horn logic goal results in a stream
of solutions (substitutions) which generates a stream of functional expressions (the substitutions are successively applied to the same term). The resulting stream of expressions
can be consumed in the expression where the stream comprehension occurs. Thus we are
able to exploit the power of non-determinism which is inherent in logic programming
also in functional expressions. A lazy evaluation strategy for stream comprehensions
enables to cope with infinitely many solutions of goals, and to avoid unnecessary computations. We have presented a reduction semantics and a correct evaluation function
for both, guarded functional programming and guarded functional programming with
lazy streams. We have outlined an implementation of the lazy evaluation strategy which
is based on interleaving functional and logic computations.
A precise formal specification of this operational model can be achieved by defining
a continuation semantics which will be subject of future work. Furthermore, we are
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currently extending the guarded functional language Guarded Term ML [Loc88] and
its implementation based on an abstract machine which integrates functional and logic
components [Loc90] to support stream comprehensions and their lazy evaluation.
Further extensions to GFP* are intended to include facilities to deal with functional
expressions also in the logic world. This can be achieved by extending the unification
algorithm. In order to keep the functional nature, we do not envisage full equational
unification but functional unification in the style of [SY86] or [Go188]: expressions are
reduced to their normalform before unification. An implementation of this concept can
still be achieved with the coroutine mechanism described in section 3.
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